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Abstract: 
Measuring word similarities is a fundamental issue in 

NLP, while the measuring procedure is always aided by 

dictionaries or corpus. However, when figurative or metaphor 

usages are considered, the situation becomes more 

complicated. Therefore, based on the Chinese-English 

bilingual lexical cognitive property knowledgebase we 

constructed, we design several algorithms to compute word 

similarities by metaphorical properties. Through experiments 

based on four different algorithms and over 200 word pairs in 

the knowledgebase, we find the algorithm DSOMP yields 

better results despite of the differences of word semantic 

classes and languages. 
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1. Introduction 

Measuring word similarities is a fundamental issue in 
NLP, and has broad range of application areas[I][2]. 
Concerning how to measure word similarities automatically, 
many scholars utilize dictionaries or corpus to achieve this 
goal[3][4][5]. Besides, the computation of bilingual word 
similarities is more difficult but practicable by the present 
language resources[6][7]. 

However, when figurative or metaphor usages are 
considered, the situation becomes more complicated. Firstly, 
the dictionaries and corpus are both lack of metaphor 
properties themselves. Secondly, the algorithms based on 
semantic classes may cause errors when we want to 
compute word similarities by metamorphic properties, as 
the metamorphic properties are always independent with 
sematic classes. For instance, by the similarities of semantic 
classes, two English words ant and elephant maybe quite 
similar, while they share opposite metaphoric properties, as 
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strong and weak. Another example is measuring word 

similarities of two Chinese words }k ffff(rocket) and 1fJ 
(leopard) . Although they have few similar semantic 

properties, they share similar metaphoric properties of # 
(fast). 

As far as computation of bilingual word similarities, 
what we concern about is the metamorphic differences 

across languages, such as whether pig and !ift(pigj, or 

snowflake and f!£ (paper) have similar metamorphic 

properties despite of translations, can we find bilingual 
words share similar metaphoric properties, can we judge 
whether bilingual words share similar or different 
metaphoric properties automatically. In fact, to answer 
these questions, we also lack of the metaphoric properties 
of bilingual words, and the algorithms always focus on the 
semantic classes, while ignoring the metaphoric properties 
too. 

Based on these considerations, we decide to employ 
the Chinese-English bilingual lexical cognitive property 
knowledgebase to resolve resource problems, not only in 
one language, but also across languages. What's more, we 
design several algorithms to compute word similarities by 
metaphorical properties, even across semantic classes and 
languages. 

2. Data Resources 

To resolve resource problems, we firstly construct the 
Chinese-English bilingual lexical cognitive property 
knowledgebase, which contains noun vehicles and their 
adjective metaphoric properties, as Veale(2007)[8]. Veale 
and Hao(2007) collected a large scale of English similes to 
construct the English lexical metaphorical property 
knowledgebase, which contained word pairs as "noun 
vehicle-adjective metaphorical property", using search 
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engine and WordNee. The knowledgebase built by Veale 
mapped 3,769 adjective metaphorical properties to 9,286 
noun vehicles. Considering the practical use, they classified 
the word pairs into two categories: factual (like 
horse-strong) and ironic (like ant-big). Based on this, we 
manually filter out the simple comparisons, and link words 
to HowNet2 instead of WordNet to give both Chinese and 
English expressions and do the comparison across 
languages. 

Although we have given words in English 
knowledgebase both Chinese and English expressions, they 
actually reflect the metaphoric usages of English. Thus, we 
decide to construct the Chinese knowledgebase 3 .  As 
Jia(2009), we collect "noun vehicle-adjective metaphorical 
property" word pairs in Chinese, using specific simile 

sentence, X (it Y -# P(which means "X is as P as Y") 
and Chinese search engine Baidu[9]. Then 18,205 word 
pairs are left after trimming the simple comparisons. We 
also manually classify word pairs to two categories: factual 
and ironic, and give both Chinese and English expressions 
on the basis of HowNet. The difference is that, we reserve 
the frequencies of word pairs to take a further 
observation[10]. 

Now, we can compare two knowledgebase to find out 
metaphoric differences between Chinese and English. The 
comparison is very interesting, as we know that the most 
frequent used noun vehicles in two languages are 
different[ll]. What's more, we can make integration 
through reserving the word pairs, which have the same 
definitions in HowNet, to construct a new bilingual 
knowledgebase. Now, we have 1,065 bilingual word pairs. 
Thus, it is not difficult to find that the metaphorical 
properties of some vehicles are bilingually the same. Table 
1 shows the top 10 bilingual vehicles which have the largest 
number of adjective metaphorical properties. 

ID 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

TABLE 1. TOP lOMOST SIMILAR VEHICLES 

ChsNouu EugNouu 

*ra crystal 
:fE flower 

fr!!,fr!!, mother 
�!IJ)( ant 
ji;¥,\; cake 
;¥,\;t,( cake 
:jJj!f sugar 

�)L baby 
;4iJW- ocean 
tr needle 

1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu 
2 http://www.keenage.com 

Properties 

�j!f,�mt�,�Jit-pure;IDB-clear 
fffi -fresh;IW -sweet;�Jt-pure 
J<f-good; i'!ill.*,*5fP-gentle 

'�-slow; lItJ!/JvJ'-tiny 
IW�,IWlfi-sweet,luscious 
IW�,IWlfi-sweet,luscious 

IWlfi ,J<fIlZ;-sweet,nice 
�-bare,naked 
�I,j(-broad 

�jf�-sharp,incisive 

3 The Chinese knowledgebase is available at 
http://nlp.nju. edu. cnllib/cog/ccb _ nju.php 

3. Computatiou of word similarities by metaphorical 

properties 

In section 2, we have constructed the Chinese-English 
bilingual lexical metaphor property knowledgebase. In this 
section, we try to compute word similarities by 
metaphorical properties using several algorithms based on 
the knowledgebase. Liu(2002) have studied how to 
compute word similarities with HowNet[5]. Xia(2011) has 
measured Chinese-English word similarity with HowNet 
and parallel corpus[6]. So we will use the core algorithm of 
sim, described in Liu's paper, to participate in our 
computation procedure, using HowNet as well. 

Our core idea is to transform the computation of word 
similarities by metaphorical properties to the computation 
of word similarities of metaphorical properties, which are 
mapped by noun vehicles in the knowledgebase. Although 
we believe that the two computations are not the same, and 
it is need to measure the adverse effects of the transforming. 
As far as the computation itself, the transforming has 
already reduced noises. Here are three examples generally 
described in Section 1, to show the noise reducing. 

3.1. Examples 

Example 1: 
{Vehicle: ant- property: weak (Factual)) 
{Vehicle: elephant- property: strong (Factual}) 
Here are two English word pairs. And we want to 

compute the word similarity of ant and elephant by 
metaphorical properties. 

Before computing, we have to make rules to control 
the computation and evaluate the result. We preliminarily 
suppose the threshold of word similarities by metaphorical 
properties is between -1 to 1, while the threshold of word 
similarities by semantic properties is often ruled as 0 to 1. 

We use SimMeta(vl, v2} to represent the word 
similarity of vehicle vl and v2 by metaphorical properties. 
Thus, we want to get the value of SimMeta(ant, elephant}. If 
we estimate the value through computing word similarities 
of vehicles by semantic properties, we infer that 

SimMeta(ant, elephant} = Sim(ant, elephant} = 0.094. In 

another way, we can compute word similarities by 
metaphorical properties to estimate the value, that is to say 

we can infer SimMeta(ant, elephant} =Sim(weak, strong)= 
0.029. Obviously, the latter measure reduces some noises 
and is closer to -1, the right value considered by people. 

Example 2: 
{Vehicle: ;/(f!fJ(rocket)- property: #(fast) (Factual}) 
{Vehicle: $;(leopard)- property: #(fast) (Factual}) 
Here are two Chinese word pairs, and we want to 
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compute the word similarity of }k ffff and 1fJ by 

metaphorical properties. If we estimate the value through 
computing word similarities of vehicles by semantic 

properties, we infer that SimMeta(}k fJfJ, 1fJ) =Sim(}k fJfJ, 
1fJ) = 0.015. In another way, we can compute word 

similarities by metaphorical properties to estimate the value, 

that is to say we can infer SimMeta(}k fJfJ, 1fJ) =Sim( #, 
#) = 1.000. Obviously, the latter measure reduces some 

noises and is closer to the right value. 

Example3: 
{Vehicle: f!£(paper)-property: $(white) (Factual)) 
{Vehicle: snowflake-property: white (Factual}) 
Here are two bilingual word pairs across languages. 

Suppose we want to judge whether f!£ and snowflake share 

similar word similarity by metaphorical properties. If we 
estimate the value through computing word similarities by 
semantic properties across languages, which is possible 

using the defmitions in HowNet, we infer that SimMeta(f/£, 
snowflake) =Sim(f/£,snowflake)= 0.021. In our way, we 

compute word similarities by metaphorical properties to 

estimate the value. Thus, we infer SimMeta( f/£,snowflake) 
=Sim( $,white) =1. Obviously, the latter measure hints 

word similarity by metaphorical properties more accurately. 

3.2. Computing Formulas 

The above examples are quite simple, while the 
vehicles only each have one factual metaphorical property. 
Thus we decided to design more complicated algorithms to 
adapt to the vehicles in the knowledgebase. Before given 
the core algorithm, we design two less simple algorithms. 

a. The Formula of Intersections of Metaphorical 
Properties (IOMP) 

The core idea of IOMP is to reserve the differences 
about the proportion of the same word types of the 
metaphorical properties mapped by vehicles as the same 
relationship and the proportion of the same word types of 
the metaphorical properties mapped by vehicles as the 
opposite relationship. The formula is as follows. 

. P(v1. F) n P(v2. F) P(vl. I) n P(v2. I) 
SlmMeta(vl, v2) 

= (P(V1. F) U P(v2. F) + P(vl. I) U P(v2. I)
) 

P(v1.F) n P(v2.1) P(vl.l) n P(v2.F) 
- (P(v1. F) U P(v2. I) + P(vl.l) U P(v2. F)

) 

(1) 
SimMeta(vI,v2) represents the word similarity of 

vehicle vI and v2 by metaphorical properties, P(vI.F) 
represents the set of the factual metaphorical properties of 
vI, P(v I.I) represents the set of the ironic metaphorical 
properties of vI, other elements of the formula share the 
similar implication. 

b. The Formula of Related Field of Metaphorical 
Properties (RFOMP) 

The Core idea of RFOMP is computing the degree of 
cross-correlation of the metaphorical properties of two 
vehicles through calculating the differences about the 
proportion of the same word definitions of the metaphorical 
properties mapped by vehicles as the same relationship and 
the proportion of the same word definitions of the 
metaphorical properties mapped by vehicles as the opposite 
relationship, which is similar to IOMP to same extent. The 
formula is as follows. 

. S(v1. F) n S(v2. F) S(v1. I) n S(v2. I) 
SlmMeta(vl, v2) 

= (S(V1. F) U S(v2. F) + S(vl. I) U S(v2. I)
) 

S(v1.F) nS(v2.l) S(vl.l) nS(v2.F) 
-

(
S(V1. F) U S(v2.l) + S(vl.l) U S(v2. F)

) 

(2) 
SimMeta(vI,v2) represents the word similarity of 

vehicle vI and v2 by metaphorical properties, S(vI.F) 
represents the set of the definitions of the factual 

metaphorical properties of vI in HowNet, S(vI.I) represents 

the set of the definitions of the ironic metaphorical 

properties of vI in HowNet, other elements of the formula 

share the similar implication. 
c. The Formula of Degree of the Similarity of 

Metaphor Properties (DSOMP) 
Our idea is illustrated by the formula as follows. This 

formula transforms the computation of word similarities of 
vehicles by metaphorical properties to the computation of 
word similarities of metaphorical properties, which are 
mapped by vehicles. 

. Ii'=,Ij;, sim(v1. Fi, v2. Fj) Ii'=, Ij;, sim(vl.Ii, v2.lj) 
SlmMeta(vl, v2) = ( + ) mxn mxn 

-r-?=' Ij;, sim(v1. Fi, v2. /j) 
mxn 

IY=, Ij;, sim(v1.li, v2. Fj) + ....:....:'-'--=----'----'
mXn 

(3) 
SimMeta(vI, v2) represents the word similarity of 

vehicle vI and v2 by metaphorical properties, 
Sim(v I.Fi, v 2.Fj) represents the word similarity of factual 
metaphorical property i of vIand factual metaphorical 
property j of v2, other elements of the formula share the 
similar implication. 

We should also note that, in the whole computation 
processing, we abandon the value of sim=-I, which hits the 
appearance of the out-of-vocabulary words in HowNet, 
described in Liu's Paper[5]. 

4. Experiments and Analysis 

The experiments actually consist of three steps, 
experiment I is choosing 10 groups of English vehicles and 
computing to judge if each group shares similar 
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metaphorical properties. Experiment 2 is to choose 16 
Chinese vehicles, in a semantic class or across semantic 
classes, then compute word similarities by metaphorical 
properties to arrange them by word similarities of 
metaphoric properties. At last, we select 10 bilingual 
vehicles in table 1 and another 10 bilingual vehicles 
randomly. Then we will compute word similarities of these 
vehicles by metaphorical properties across languages. All 
these experiments will utilize our three algorithms. 

Experiment 1:  The computation of English word 
similarities 

We choose 10 groups of English vehicles shown in 
table 2. It is easy to find out that 10 groups can be classified 
to 5 larger groups. Specifically, the vehicles in first two 
groups share similar metaphorical properties and belong to 
one semantic class. The vehicles in group 3, 4 share 
opposite metaphorical properties in the same semantic class. 
While the vehicles in group 5, 6 share similar metaphorical 
properties in different semantic classes, and the vehicles in 
group 7, 8 share opposite metaphorical properties in 
different semantic classes. In the last two groups, not the 
same as the former 8 groups, we find out-of-vocabulary 
words of HowNet in it. 

TABLE 2. 10 GROUPS OF ENGLISH VEHICLES IN THE ENGLISH 

KNOWLEDGEBASE 

Group VI V2 
1 leopard tiger 
2 candy fruit 
3 leopard tortoise 
4 knife pillow 
5 athlete leopard 
6 lotus pearl 
7 professor monkey 
8 comet snail 
9 feather artillery shell 

10 ice water jalapeno ---'pepper 
Instead of displaying the calculation process, we show 

the results in table 3. From Analyzing the result, we find 
that sim(vl,v2) is sensitive to the semantic classes of 
vehicles and will be helpless to find out word similarities 
by metaphorical properties. On the other hand, 10MP, 
RFOMP and DSOMP are all helpful to judge if each group 
shares similar metaphorical properties. The accuracy rates 
are even 100%. Furthermore, the distribution of DSOMP is 
more evenly to make the further observation. 

TABLE 3. THE RESULT OF STEP 1 
Group 

word 
sim(vl,v2) IOMP RFOMP DSOMP 

similari!l: 
similar 0.950 0.095 0.098 0.097 

2 similar 0.019 0.125 0.250 0.268 
3 opposite 0.094 -0.034 -0.096 -0.104 
4 opposite 0.498 -0.048 -0.167 -0.199 

5 similar 
6 similar 
7 opposite 
8 opposite 
9 opposite 

10 opposite 

Experiment 
similarities 

2: 

_lNF4 0.052 
0.019 0.039 
0.035 -0.019 
0.019 -0.037 

-lNF -0.091 
-lNF -0.167 

The computation 

0.085 0.093 
0.088 0.063 
-0.157 -0.105 
-0.136 -0.145 
-0.125 -0.121 

-1 -0.485 
of Chinese word 

We choose 8 Chinese vehicles belong to the same 
semantic class and another 8 Chinese vehicles across 
different semantic classes in the Chinese knowledgebase, 
shown in table 4, to conduct our experiment. We should 
point out that to make the experiment better understanding, 
metaphorical properties of these chosen vehicles are clear, 
as the vehicles convey the metaphoric properties offierce or 
not fierce in group 1 and the metaphoric properties of sweet 
or bitter in group 2. 

TABLE 4. CHlNESE VEHICLES IN TWO GROUP 

1X(tiger), W �(goat),�� (leopard),Jrli 
Group I The same semantic (lion),ff�(boar),fl��(panda),.kl;% 

domain 
(tortoise ),AA4(snai1) 

�i't(honey),i*i&�(Ariel Lin),9='� 
The different (traditional Chinese medicine),W:JtB 

Group 2 
semantic domains (cigarette )3i�( cake ),�J!( coptis), I'M 

,8 (dessert),'j'§' JIl(momordica) 
Technically, we make the value of word similarities of 

Jfe and the value of /iliff equal to 1.000, to set an initial 

point for the two groups. Then, we compute word 

similarities of all the vehicle pairs like SimMeta(Jfe,!f£) and 

SimMeta( /ilii: til A) by metaphorical properties. All these 

values can be checked in table 5, 6 with four different 
algorithms. 

TABLES. CHINESE VEHICLES IN THE SAME SEMANTIC 

DOMAlN 

vehicles sim(vl,v2) IOMP RFOMP DSOMP 

1X 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
W� 0.950 -0.056 -0.111 -0.313 
�� -lNF 0.056 0.111 0.210 
3J}� 0.950 0.000 0.333 0.479 

ff� 0.685 0.000 0.000 0.204 
fl�� 0.950 -0.050 -0.083 -0.081 
.kl;% 0.094 -0.125 -0.333 -0.324 
AA4 0.094 -0.071 -0.333 -0.324 

TABLE 6. CHlNESE VEHICLES IN DIFFERETN SEMANTIC 

DOMAlNS 

vehicles sim(vl,v2) IOMP RFOMP DSOMP 

�i't 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
i*i&� -lNF 0.000 0.000 0.950 

4 -INF represents infinite negative as the appearance of 
out-of-vocabulary word in the computation 
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-INF 0.000 -1.000 -0.971 
0.044 0.000 0.000 0.016 

-INF 0.125 0.333 0.658 
-INF -0.250 -1.000 -1.000 
-INF 0.000 0.167 0.329 
0.021 0.000 -1.000 -0.971 

Now, we can arrange all the vehicles in two groups 
using the values in table 5, 6. The result based on DSOMP 
is in table 7, while most people agree with this arrangement. 
Based on this arrangement, we can evaluate other 
algorithms. The accuracy of sim(vl,v2) is 18.75%, the 
accuracy of IOMP is 37.50%, and the accuracy of RFOMP 
is 81.25%. Thereby, our algorithm DSOMP displays its 
efficiency in this experiment. 

TABLE 7. CHINESE VEHICLES IN DIFFERETN SEMANTIC 

DOMAINS 

m(tiger),Jrji(lion),��(leopard),ff� 
Group 1 The same (boar),fl��(panda),W$(goat),�1'§. 

semantic domain 

Group 2 

(tortoise ),!I4Il 4 (snail) 
!llH'i(honey),i*i&�(Ariel Lin),m� 

The different (cake),W #,((dessert),W�ffi(cigarette), 
semantic domains CPlRJ(traditional Chinese medicine), 

'i5 J1l(momordica),1itJ!( coptis) 

Experiment 3: The computation of bilingual word 
similarities 

Base on the knowledgebase, we have found some 
vehicles In different languages do have similar 
metaphorical properties, shown in table 1[11]. Now we 
want to prove this by our core algorithm DSOMP. 
Meanwhile, we will choose another 10 bilingual words to 
enrich our experiment with the same algorithm. The result 
has been show in table 8, 9. 

TABLE 8. THE WORD SIMILARITIES OF METAPHORICAL 

PROPERTIES OF TOP 10 MOST SIMILAR VEHICLES 

vehicle 

crystal 

flower 

mother 

ant 

cake 

cake 

sugar 

baby 

ocean 

.61 
8 

.28 
3 

.08 
9 

.02 
7 

.14 
3 

.14 
3 

.11 
9 

.02 
5 

.03 
o 

.21 
1 

.24 
6 

.03 
o 

.02 
6 

.35 
o 

.35 
o 

.19 
1 

.02 
4 

.02 
7 

.17 
9 

.12 
9 

.51 
4 

.03 
9 

.17 
9 

.17 
9 

.34 
2 

.02 
5 

.02 
7 

.02 
6 

.02 
6 

.03 
3 

.56 
2 

.02 
5 

.02 
5 

.03 
2 

.02 
4 

.02 
7 

.26 
7 

.22 
1 

.02 
5 

.02 
5 

.67 
5 

.67 
5 

.35 
6 

.02 
3 

.02 
6 

.26 
7 

.22 
1 

.02 
5 

.02 
5 

.67 
5 

.67 
5 

.35 
6 

.02 
3 

.02 
6 

.02 
6 

.l9 
1 

.02 
4 

.02 
4 

.50 
5 

.50 
5 

.51 
7 

.02 
3 

.02 
4 

¥ 
JL 

.024 

.024 

.024 

.024 

.024 

.024 

.024 
1.00 

o 
.024 

.02 
5 

.02 
7 

.02 
9 

.03 
4 

.02 
5 

.02 
5 

.02 
5 

.02 
5 

.51 
4 

.029 

.027 

.029 

.026 

.029 

.029 

.029 

.026 

.024 

needle .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 023 .51 ·IN 
7 6 9 5 5 5 4 ' 2 F 

From table 8, we find that 80% of the values of word 

similarities of bilingual vehicles, such as 7Jc/lr and crystal, 
shown in the grey cell, is over 0.500, which is quite larger 
than the other pairs. This will definitely demonstrate these 
vehicles share similar metaphoric properties. As far as why 
the values are not 1.000 while these vehicles express same 
concepts, the answer is the differences of numbers of 
metaphoric properties they map to and the translation 
differences of metaphoric properties. 

Besides, some other vehicles share similar metaphoric 

properties across languages, such as 1t and cake, as the 

values of them are around 0.350. On the other hand, some 
vehicles share totally different metaphoric properties, such 

as fr!Jfr!J and baby, which possess the value of 0.025. 

Obviously, these will help us judge whether words share 
similar or different metaphoric properties across semantic 
classes and languages automatically. 

On the other hand, not surprisingly, some bilingual 
vehicles in table 9 share similar metaphorical properties 

across languages, such as :jj(:/k and cemetery, 1t1lfl and 

petal, etc. More importantly, we also find some vehicles 
share similar metaphorical properties, while they do not 
share same semantic properties. For instances, the word 

similarity of U/ 13' ff! and graveyard by metaphorical 

properties is 1.000, which hints that they have similar 
metaphoric properties of peaceful. And another two 

interesting pairs is iff!il(or bee) andfootballJans(or J.i.!J.jt 
i?ff), iff!il(or bee) and market(or 1!J:/k). They show similar 

word similarities by metaphorical properties, which is not 
so clear if we just compute word similarities by semantic 
properties. 

TABLE 9. THE WORD SIMILARITIES OF METAPHORICAL 

PROPERTIES OF TOP 10 MOST SIMILAR VEHICLE 

vehicles 

graveyar 
d 

cemetery 

library 

.956 

.956 

.956 

baby .319 

diamond .000 

brick .000 

petal .000 

bee .000 

.35 
1 

.02 
8 

.02 
9 

.03 
o 

.03 

.35 
o 

.02 
6 

.02 
9 

.02 
9 

.02 
9 

.51 
4 

.51 
2 

.02 
5 

.02 
7 

.02 
9 

.02 
9 

.02 
1 

.02 
8 

.02 
1 

.02 
2 

.75 
7 

.51 
4 

.03 
5 

.03 
o 

.02 
1 

.02 
8 

.02 
2 

.02 
4 

.59 
5 

.46 
1 

.03 
3 

.03 
3 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
·.23 
9 

·.47 
o 

.648 
·.l4 
2 

.02 
4 

.02 
9 

.02 
4 

.02 
6 

.02 
9 

.05 
9 

.35 
2 

.51 
7 

·.97 
1 

·.96 
7 

·.97 
1 

·.32 
4 

.000 

.004 
·.00 
2 

.214 

.03 
3 

.03 
6 

.03 
3 

.02 
8 

.02 
9 

.02 
9 

.02 
8 

.35 
3 
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football- -.29 .00 .00 .01 .00 .01 -.01 .12 .16 
fans 8 0 1 6 9 2 0 7 .196 7 

market -.90 .00 .00 .03 .02 .02 .35 .48 
5 4 2 2 6 9 .000 2 .289 9 

5. Summary and Future Work 

In this paper, we design several algorithms, especially 
DSOMP, to compute word similarities of different words by 
metaphoric properties based on the Chinese-English 
bilingual lexical cognitive property knowledgebase 
automatically, even across domains and languages. The 
result implies that the algorithm we design can hint word 
similarities by metaphoric properties to some extent and 
achieve better accuracy. This will be a plus to the 
computation of word similarities and lay a good foundation 
of metaphor computation. 

Our next step will continue to enrich the 
knowledgebase to take more experiments. For instance, we 
try to add the frequency information of word pairs during 
the computation. Furthermore, we will try to use the word 
similarities by metaphoric properties in some application 
boundaries, such as machine translation, cross-language 
information retrieval and dictionary compilation, etc. 
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